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	For generations, people have defined and protected their property and their privacy using locks, fences, signatures, seals, account books, and meters. These have been supported by a host of social constructs ranging from international treaties through national laws to manners and customs.


	This is changing, and quickly. Most records are now electronic, from bank accounts to registers of real property; and transactions are increasingly electronic, as shopping moves to the Internet. Just as important, but less obvious, are the many everyday systems that have been quietly automated. Burglar alarms no longerwake up the neighborhood, but send silent messages to the police; students no longer fill their dormitory washers and dryers with coins, but credit them using a smartcard they recharge at the college bookstore; locks are no longer simple mechanical affairs, but are operated by electronic remote controls or swipe cards; and instead of renting videocassettes, millions of people get their movies from satellite or cable channels. Even the humble banknote is no longer just ink on paper, but may contain digital watermarks that enable many forgeries to be detected by machine.


	How good is all this new security technology? Unfortunately, the honest answer is ‘nowhere near as good as it should be’.Newsystems are often rapidly broken, and the same elementary mistakes are repeated in one application after another. It often takes four or five attempts to get a security design right, and that is far too many.
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The Relational Database Dictionary, Extended Edition (Firstpress)Apress, 2008

	Chris Date, one of the founders of the relational model, has updated and expanded his relational database dictionary to be current with over 900 terms.


	What you’ll learn

	
		Over 900 relational database terms defined
	
		Precise and concise definitions, unlike those found on...
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Understanding Digital Signal Processing (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	Amazon.com’s Top-Selling DSP Book for Seven Straight Years—Now Fully Updated!


	Understanding Digital Signal Processing, Third Edition, is quite simply the best resource for engineers and other technical professionals who want to master and apply today’s latest DSP...
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Real-Time Concepts for Embedded SystemsCMP Books, 2003
'... a very good balance between the theory and practice of real-time embedded system designs.' —Jun-ichiro itojun Hagino, Ph.D., Research Laboratory, Internet Initiative Japan Inc., IETF IPv6 Operations Working Group (v6ops) co-chair 'A cl

Develop a working understanding of the common design patterns and program...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2011

	Microsoft® Dynamics CRM 2011 Unleashed presents start-to-finish guidance for planning, customizing, deploying, integrating, managing, and securing the newest version of Dynamics CRM. Authored by three leading Microsoft Dynamics implementers, it illuminates new opportunities to deploy CRM as a hosted service (SaaS), integrate with...
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Programmable Controllers: Theory and ImplementationIndustrial Press, 1997

	Since the first edition of this book in 1988, the capabilities of programmable

	logic controllers have grown by leaps and bounds. Likewise, the applications

	of PLCs have grown with them. In fact, in today’s increasingly computercontrolled

	environment, it is almost impossible to find a technical industry

	that does not use...
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Techniques in High Pressure Neutron ScatteringCRC Press, 2012

	Drawing on the author’s practical work from the last 20 years, Techniques in High Pressure Neutron Scattering is one of the first books to gather recent methods that allow neutron scattering well beyond 10 GPa. The author shows how neutron scattering has to be adapted to the pressure range and type of measurement.
...
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